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New data fuel hope for spending rise 
 
Eurozone shoppers have seen a far steeper slowdown in inflation rates for goods and services 
that they buy frequently than in headline figures, which could encourage them to keep 
spending. The steep deceleration in inflation rates for "frequent, out-of-pocket purchases" is 
revealed in a new indicator compiled by Eurostat, the European Union's statistics unit. 
 
The statistics confirm what economists have long suspected: that official inflation data 
frequently understate changes in those prices noticed most by consumers -who thus have 
different ideas about inflation trends than policymakers. "Froopp inflation", covering prices of 
items bought at least once a month and paid for using cash, cards or cheques rather than 
automatic bank transfers, has an annual rate of just 0.8 per cent in recent months, compared 
with headline inflation confirmed by Eurostat yesterday at 1.2 per cent. 
 
The decline reflected steep falls in energy prices and could give consumers a psychological 
boost at a time when the eurozone's 16 economies are under pressure. 
 
Last year, when oil prices were soaring, froopp inflation hit annual rates of almost 6 per cent, 
far higher than the 4 per cent maximum reached by the headline figures. 
 
At the time, eurozone politicians faced pressure to counter falls in consumers' purchasing 
power. 
 
"We are now seeing the reverse phenomenon," said Peter Vanden Houte, euro-zone economist 
at ING in Brussels. 
 
Along with government measures aimed at stimulating the economy, lower froopp inflation 
would help boost spending, he said. 
 
A risk for policymakers is that rapidly declining inflation rates fuel fears of deflation - general 
and sustained falls in prices that wreak damaging consequences. 
 
Such dangers could increase in the next few months, when lower oil prices are forecast to 
result in headline annual inflation rates falling temporarily below zero. But the European 
Central Bank believes rigidities in eurozone wages and prices make deflation unlikely. 
 
Eurozone "core" inflation, excluding energy and unprocessed food prices, stood at 1.7 per cent 
in February. 
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